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Tangible Benefits of the Study/ of Latin:

A Review of Research__

Rudolph Mctsciantonio

ABSTRACT, This article examines the linguistic
,beaefits of Latin in light of recent research which
seems to document dye relevance of Latin in build-
ing English 'vocabulary and reading skills. Evi-
dence Is cited from eight educational projects in
which an experimental group of students taking
Latin, and a control group not taking Latin, were
pretested, posttested, and compared with regard
to English :gerbal skills. In each case, the Latin
studentshowed significant gains over the control
group. Other studies supporting these findings are

cited. as as well as projects presently being conduct-
ed. These studies yield important pedagogical
implications: (1) Educational administrators and
curriculum specialists, should consider the:signifi-
cance of Latin in improving Idnguage skills; (2) The
language profession should assume the responsibl2
lity of disseminating information about this
research; and (3) Responsible educators should
combat the tendency to ignore researct, data for
budgetary or other reasons.

This publication is the Jorty-sixth in the
CAL.EltICICLLSeties on Languages and Linguistics. The
"niaterls1,10 this publication was prepared pursuant, to a
comma viltfrthe National InstituteOf,Echmatioa, U.S.
Depertinent ef 'Health,- Edur.,ation, and Welfare. ,Con-'

,,Aractors iii,dirtaking such protects under" Government
spenseeshfp ire encouraged to express ireely their iudte-
menfin pr ofessitinat'ancrtechnical` attersy P:lor to

4su4licationuthe Meryl:script was fitted to the Ainerl-
min Council orrtheTtichintof for ign Languages, -Inc.

,; fOr": critic:4, review and,detennina ion of prbfessional
:competence. publication'. has net such standards.-

Points of viewtoroeiniens, hOwev , not necessarily
represent, the-official view or ions of either the

. 'American: Council on the Teaching qf Pi:reign Languages,
lne.or,the-National Institute of Education.

Rudolph intMaxi onto (Doctoral candidate, Temple University)
urtst for Classical:Languages in The School

District of Philadelphir, PhitadelphialPa.

Introduction

Eloquent apologiae for the study of Latin,
stressing various aspects of its relevance,. have

been made from time to time.' The relevance

seems to fall under four headings, viz., linguistic,

eaesthetic, socio-polit and ethical. The pun -
pose of this article is to examine the linguistic
benefits of Latin in light of recent research.

..--

The linguistic relevance of Latin stems from
x

the fact that the English vocabulary that pupils
hear, speak, read, and write is derived largely from

Latin. The technical vocabularies of such fields as

medicine, biology, psychology, chemistry,

pharmacology; spke science, philosophy, religion,

, .

I. 7ohn F. Latimer, The New Cue for Latin and the Classics
(Washington, D.C.: Council for Basic Education, 197i)Wrn
R. Parker, "The Case for Latin," Publications of the Modern
Language Association, 79 0960, 3-10.
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and law are drawn.from Latin. The communica-

tions and advertising media are replete with,

allusions to classical mythology, history, and the

Latin language. English literature is .frequently

modelled on the literature of Creco -Roman antiq-

uity or contains references to Latin and the clas3t,_

sical heritage. Latin phrases and quotations occur

in ever*lay rift..the languages usecitoday in many

research studies seem to

document the.relev'ance of

Latin in building the

English vocabulary and

reading skills of pupils.

countries in Europe, Latin American, Africa, and

Asia likewise bear the strong imprint of classical

Influence.

Lexically, Latin has much in common Ni,ith

English and can be used as a valuable instrument

for building the English vocabulary of students.

Latin roots, prefixes, and suffixes may be keys for

_unlee..king-thermeanings of English derivatives and

cognates. A pupil who knows the meaning of the

Latin word aqua (water) finds such English words

as aquarium, a u e:luct, aquatic, aquatriarine,

Aquarius and aquaeous easier to understand.

Structurally, Latinis very different from English

,in that it is highly inflected and does not have the

rigid word order requirements of English. Latin

'works' differently from English 'and thereby
Affords Latin students th, opportunity to step out-

side of their own language and acquire a Sprach-

lingulszit instinct--that is helpful in

using English.

Recent research studies seem to document the

linguistic relevance Of Latin in building the English

vocabulary and reading skills of pupils of all back-

grounds and abilities. With renewed attention

being given to basic skills in American education,

there is'strork reason to offer serious considera-

tion to these studids.

Philadelphia

One such study involved the,el\ementary school

Latin program in the School, District of Philadel2

phia.2 In 1970 -71 over 4,000 f ourth-, fifth-, and

sixth-grade pupils in eighty -five- elementary

schools in the School District of PRIlidelphia
received fifteen to twenty.icl.tlytes of daily in-
struction in Latin from itinerAt .Latin _teachers.

The teachers used new multisensoryinstructional

materials prepared by the Division of Foreign Lan-

guages. ,Under the leadership of Eleanor:J..

Sandstrom, Director of Foreign LangUages, the

program has grown steadily over the years and as

of June 1976 included over 14,0,90 pupil; in 125

elementary schools. There are plans for extending

the program to all elementary schools in the

4 district. /
The primaryrobjectives of the program were:

(1) To introduce children orally to basic Latin
structure and vocabulary; '

(2) To extend the English vocabulary of
children, especially through the study of
Latin roots and affixesr

(3) To acquaint children with classical culture
and its influence on the present; and

(4) To stimulate interest on the part of pupils
in the. study of Latin, foreign languages, and
the humanities.

The evaluative study, conductecrby the Divi-

sion of Instructional Research, showed tha

program had achieved its goals. Pupils achieve...,

ment of the first three goals was measured by

criterion-referenc,ttests which contained items

on Latin structule, classical culture, and English

vocabulary. The 1971 v (Vocabulary) subtest of the

Iowa Test of Basic Skills was used to compare

pupils who hid studied Latin with those who had

not. Questionnaires were administered to pupils,

parents, principals, and c.lasiroom4teachers in

order to assess their reactions to the program..

1

.

2. Robert M. Of f enbeig et at., Evaluation of the ElementaryY
School (FLES) Latin Procam°197r71 (Philadelphia: School
15i3trICI of Philadelphia, 1971), ED 036 612. (Documents identi-
fied by an ED number may be read on microfIchedit an ERIC
library collection or ordered from the ERIC Document Repro-
duction Service, P.O. Box 190, Arlington, VA 22210. See
Resources In Education Ng) for orderint instructions. Those
documents that are follow-Rly an FL number have not yet been
assigned an ED number. Corresponding ED numbers can be found
In the cross-reference index that appears at the end of each
monthly issue of RIE.)



The three major findings of .the evaluation
were: 7 4

(1) Perforinance of Latirpupils on the Iowa
Vocabulary subtest :twits one full year higher
than theLperformance of matched control/

(2) Latin' pupils achieved mastery of the course
content in Latin language skills, knowledge
of classical culture, and English vocabu-

,
.0) The survey of pupils, parents, principals,

7 and classroom teachers showed that the
Latin program had wide acceptance and
support.

Indianapolis

Another such study involved the elementary

dichool Latin program In, the Indianapolis Public

Schools? In the summer of 1973, the Indianapolis

Public Schools received a Title 111 ESEA grant to

develop a three-year project predicated on the

hypothesis that Fallsn i-,guage skills and control

oLsyntectic structures an be measurably

proved through participation in -a Specially design-

ed Latin FLES program stressing the importance

of Latin root words. Rita Sheridan, the Supervisor

of_Foreign_Languages, was the project director.

The general goals of this project were to assess

whether or not the study of Latin and classical

civilization would:

(1) Expand the verbal. functioning of sixth-
grade children in English; and

(2) Broaden their cultural horizons and stimu-
late interest in the humanities.

The project involved appr:\ximately 400 sixth-

.-- ",gradestudents in six schools. Two additional
0
schools with-itotal of approximately 100 sixth-

grade students were selected Its control groups.

All participating students were tudying Latin' and

classical civilization in a program coordinated
with work In their regular classes. There wac a
thirty-minute lessor: each school day taught by a

Latin specialist. 'The complete battery (Form H)

of the intermediate Metropolitan Achie\'ernent

Test was use:1,as ta pretest in -October 1973, and

Form R was used as a posttest in March 1974.

3. Rita Sheri, ed., I. entl thrcut
Unitise. Learning_ Trensfer.FLE5 LatifC1Wgian r cat on
1ltrisi 1973.742 1974-75t 1975.76 Untkanapass In las-aTarr° s
PuWc Schools, 19761, FL 001 366.
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ilerformanc\of-Latin pupils

in Philadelphia was%ne

full year higher than thee

cerforma'nce of matched

control pupils.

At the end of the first, year''Of the project, the

experimental group showed within the five-month

period between the pretest and the posttest a gain

over the control group on the-following subtests of

the intermediate battery of -the Metropolitan
Achievement Test:

(1) Eight months on Word Knowledge;
(2) One year in Reading;
(3) One year and one, month In Language;
(4) Four months in Spelling:
(5) Seven months in Math Computation;
(6) Eight months in Math Concepts;
(7)-Nine months in Math Problem Solving;
(a) Five months in Science; and
(9) Seven months in Social Studies.

Results for all three years of the study were

similar. In the evaluation of the 1975-76 school

year, the pretest showed no significant differences

between the experimental (i.e., Latin) group and

the control group In the areas of Word Knowledge,

Reading, Language, Math ISoQputation, Math

Concepts, and Matt Problem Solving. The control

group did, however, surpass the experimental

group by six months in the Spelling pretest. The

posttest indicated that the Latin students surpas-

he control group in all areas, Including Spell-

ing, by a substantial number of months, and in the

Language test by a full year. Fifth-and sixth-
grade classroom teachers were asked to write

comments about the Latin program as part of the

evaluation; these comments were in general very

positive. Criterion-referenced tests indicated

that the Latin students had mastered the content

of the curriculum. The Indianapolis Public Schools

plan to make the elementary school Latin program

operativa.in all elementary schools in the,fall of

1977 in view of the proven effectiveness of the

Yi
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program in upgrading basic skills of urban pupils of forest n language classes. The Latin group had only...

all backgrounds and abilities. one yea. uctIon, while the French-Spanish

groups had four years-of instruction. cLatin in-

struction begins in sixth grade, while Spanish and

French begin in third.) It should be noted that most

sixth-grade classes taking Latin, which were
randomly selected, contained pupils who were not

reading at grade level. With the decentralization

of the Washington, D.C., school system, all ele-

mentary school language programs have been

severely curtailed.

District of Columbia

_____Another study involved the elementary schoo

Latin program in the public schools of the District

of Columbia.4 Latin was found to boost pupils'

reading scores. The Study, conducted during the

The Latin students in

Indianapolis surpassed the

control group in all

areas by a substantial number
of months, and in the

language test by a full year.

1970-71 school year, invol9ed 1,132 pupils in
eleven public elementary schools and tested three

hypotheses: .

(1) There are no significant differencesin,,the,,,
reading achievement scores of aAample of
sixth-grade students receiving 'atin in-
struction and students liking no
language instruction.

(2) There are no significant differences
between the reading.aphieyement scores of
sixth-grade students:receiving French or
Spanish instruction apd students taking no
foreign language instruction.

(3) Reading achievement scores of students
taking any kind of ktoreign language in-
struction do not differ-signIfiantly from
each other.

Using Eng:ish reading achievement scores in

vocabulary, comprehension, and total reading as

the basis of analysis, the students with Latin (ten

classes) were found to be five months ahead of

students receiving no foreign language instruction.

Comparison between the French-Spanish classes

(ten) and the non-foreign language classes

(twenty-five) revealed a four-month edge for the

4. Evaluation of the FLES Latin Program m the Washington,
D.C. , Parekhools, 1970-71 (Washington, D.C.: Public Schools

of the District of Columbia, 1971), ED 060 695.

6

(
Easthampton

A study of the fifth- and sixth-grade Latin

program in EasthamptonMassachusett, seemed.

to substantiate the findings in Philadelphia,"

Indianapolis, and Washington.5 A Latin program

for fifth and sixth graders at the Park*School in

Easthampton-was initiated by the-ClasSics Depart-

ment of the University of Mdssachusetts and the

local public school district. The purpose of the

program was to stimulate and strengthen the stu-

dents' reading. skills in English- -many of whom

The students with Latin i

District of Columbia were

found to be five mcnths ahead

of students receiving no

FL. instruction.

read below grade level--and to provide cultUral

enrichment. Two hundred and fifty pupils in nine

classes received twenty minutes of instruction

daily. Activities included conversation in Latin,

word games on English derivatives, constructing

models, and producing Latin plays based on mytho-

logy.

5. Rudolph mateiantenio. "in the Schools," Classical World,
6E( 1975), 4441 also, personal correspondence wiffiLoFigi
who conducted the research in cooperation with the University
of Massachusts at Amherst.



For evaluation purposes, pre- and posttests of

the Vocabulary Section of the Stanford Achieve-

nietit Test Vete administered., The sores of the

Latin pupils (experimental grolip) were compa

with the scores of the previou' sixth-grade cl

which did not have Latin (co trot group). Lat

pupils showed marked -imprl,ement, in all six
categories' evaluated, e.g., 4ven 'percent more

than the control group scorer: above grade level,
, -

and twenty-four percent mo c than the control

group showed more than two years' growth. De-

spite the success and_popul ity of the program,

the local school district w unwilling to absorb

the cost of the program hen special funding

ended.

red

r.ss,

in

Erie County

A studNat North Eat High School in Erie
County, Pentsylvania,6 Itooked at the effect of

Latin on College Entrance Examination Board

scores, English grades,/ and vocabulary grove,h.

Students-It-this sc ool are drawn equally from

urban and rural area 352 pupils were selected at

random for the study. The experimental group

(Latin pupils) was matched with the control group

(pupils not studying .atiril in terms of I.QJ and
grade level. Performances Were compared in the

29'ng

areas:

(1) The School and College Ability TeL-

1

Verbal;
(2) The College Entrance Examination Board

.Scholastic Aptitude Test;
(3) Grades in the two most recent seincsterS of

English; and
(4) The Nationwide English Vocabulary Exami-

flat/06-1961.

Comparisons between the two groups showed

that a background in Latin was an aid to higher

scores in all areas listed. The study of Latin
contributed to better performance on tests in
vocabulary and verbal ability, and in higher grades

c.

6. Katherine M. Riley, A Comparative investigation Mto the
Effects of a Study of Latin on Scores in Vocabulary and VeXiil.
Ability Tests and on Grade in English of High School Students
11969). (Available from Robert Dobrosks, Classical Language
Advisor, Department of Education, Box 911, Education Bulldingt
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Harrisburg, PA 1Z126.),
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in English. This Latin program is ongoing at the

time of writing.

Alexandria

A Latin pilot study7 at the elementary school

level was initiated by the Alexandria (Va.) City

The study of Latin contributed

to better performance on

TesTsin vocabulary and verbal

ability, and in higher

grades in English.

Public Schoo

74. The projec

of the Virginia
recei3e-d-rnatc:hin

through the Depar

Research and Stati

project was to increas

of 'pupils. One teacher

schools.

Control groups in two c

having Latin were set up.

Laiin) and control groups in

pretested and posttested ,with

Research Associates) Assessme

Gates-MacGinitie Vocabulary, C

ti

s in 1972-73 and continued into 1973 -

t, under the Pilot Studies Program

State Department of Education,

g funds and technical assistance

tment's of Education

tics. The purpose of the

e 'the English reading skills

served in two elementary

omparab!e schools not

Experimental (i.e.,

rades 5 ar " were
the SRA (Science

nt Surve the

omprehension,

Speed, and Accuracy Tests) and the Slosson Oral

Reading Test. The experimental group did per-

form better than the control group on the Slosson

Oral Reading Test in the posttest. No other

statistically significant differences were observed

between the control and experimental groups in

the posttests. The.small size (eighteen pupils) of

the control group (caused, by massive school

reorganization during the study to achieve racial

7. Jean W. Payne, ed., Final Report, Latin Pilot Stud
(Alexandria, Va., Alexandria City Public Schools, 19/3 ?,
406.

7
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integration), the difficulties Involved in adjusting

to a new school environment on tne part of some

students, arid. the reassignment of classroom

teachers, administrative pesonnel, and pupils

caused the researchers to call for further study

under better conditions. Evaluations of the pro-

gram made by the pupils themselves, their parents,

classroom teachers, consultants, administrators,
--

and State Department of Education personnel

were very positive. The local school district,

however,-did not continue' the program.

I
`.

Los Angeles /
c

,

A recent study ei4altrtted the Los Angeles

Unified hool District's elementary school Latin

progra in terms of !4s English reading vocabulary

and c mprehensioniobjectives.8 The Latin pro-

gram gan in 1975/An two schools and was expand-

ed l thirty schoo s with a Title III ESEA grant in

-1975-76. The rogram -- called the Language

/
/ The project in Los Angeles was

successful in improving

the readi71 vocabulry and

comprehension scores! by more

than one.Month fo each
Month of ihstruc ion.

f

Transfer Projectwas initiated under the direc-

tion of E. Jules Mandel, Foreign Language In-

structional Specialist. Daily Latin instruction is

presented by fifth- and sixth-grade( teachers for

twenty minutes as part of the language arts bloc.

The program was expanded to include more classes

in the 1976-77 school year. Most of the fifth- and

sixth-grade teachers have a background in Latin or

t. Evaluators' Report on the Project "Extending Reading
Coen ehension Skills through Languor e Transfer (Los Angeles:
Los res (Wired District, MO.
I

another foreign language and are given special

inservice training to tea-Ch Latin. They are also

given carefully structured curriculum Materials to

use abd frequent supervisory service. _

A pretest-posttest design was employed with

the Comprehensive Test of Basio Skills. Compari-

son groups were alSo pre- and posttested.pbjec_,

tives relating lb 46citiLilary, word analysis, and

other language an cultural concepts were asses-

sed with criterion- eferenced tests. Differences

in scores, were t steel for significance, where
. I 1 '

appropriate. Self- oncept was assessed with the

Tar West Regional aboraiory Self Concept Scale

in a posttest-only esign. Differences in mean
I

scores between target and comparison groups were

tested for significance. Student interests and

attitudes were assessed with) rating scales.
1At the fifth-gradC level, the mean gain in

vocabulary of target students was eight months;

the comparison group's gain was six months. At

the sixth-grade level,, the mean. gain of target
.

;
students was nine months; the comparison group's

gain WP: six months The scores of the target:

group stuctents on criterion- referenced tests of

word Origin and Ronian history and culture in-

dicated mastery in these areas. The self -corkepts
...

and Interest in language study were significantly

higher for target students than for comparison

pupils. Rating by targe students indicated high'

interest in the project.-\Researchers concluded
{ .

1

that the project was successful in improving the

reading vocabulary and ccItnprehension scores of

target students by more than one month for each
1

month of instruction. The ilroject was successful

in improving student knowledge of weld origin,

Roman history and culture, aid structural analysis

skills. The project was effective in increasing the

self-concept and interest inl, language study of
-

students. The Latin program
1,in

Lc, Angeles is

ongoing, and there are plans fol expanding it.
o

, V

Worcester I

Seventh-grade children in the Providence

Street Junior High School 1 Worcester, Massa-

chusetts, have shown dramatic improvement in

8
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their English vocabulary and reading comprehen-

sion scores as a result ofiparticipation in an inno-

vative Latin program beg
1

in 1975. Children with

reading scores at the 41 to 5.5 grade level in

September 1975 increase their vocabulary scores

by iourteen months and their reading comprehei,

shah by nineteen montltil in one school year.i
Generally, students thi$ far behind would be

expected to progress aboti, six months. The Latin
. ;

program attempts to giv students a feeling for

myth and poetry, as well a to interest them in the

7sliklYicif_etymoIogY; 1_
Two groups were set ted from, the incoming

seventh graders. The pilo y:oup-to-cif< Latin five

times a week, and the con rol srOup folio, ied the

regular program withoutt Latin. 1 Pupils were

selected at,random from t ose scoring 1.5 to 2.5

grades below reading levelAetters explaining the

goals and objettives were !tent to the parents of

the pilot -group.. Leo Glentran, supervisor of the

testing program for-the 7/dCester school system,
11

developed a7pre- and posttest program for thet
course. Pilot-group pupiG outstripped their

11

"sl,

t!

-rt----,
I,

Pilot-group pupils outstripped

the control-grottp pupils

by 8 ilonths in vocabv pary scores

and 13 months intreading

comprehension kcores.

---1\

o

counterparts in the control grouki by eight months

in vocabulai:y scores and by thirteen months in
#.

reading comprehension scores. Researchers alro

point out improvement in self-image, inotiva1ion,

and self-reliance in the pilot growl. Resemch and

testing of the program is contindvg according to

Anit4 Fish, Chairperson of the Fbreign Lan-

guage Department at the junior high school.

9

..,,,........ .
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University of Illinois

A course in the enlargement of students'
English Vocabulary thorugh the study .af Latin and

Greek roots and their derivatives was evaluated at

the University of lilinois.9 The course was devel-0

oped by the Department of Classics out of concern

over the national decline in the Scholastic Apti.

tude Test scores in verbal ability over the past

several years. One component of the coiirsesnalc6

use of computer-assisted instructionivailable on

the PLATO IV systern.En increased from

thin 1974) to over 400 (fall 1975). A

standardiz d vocabulary test is administered
1

before the course begins and is repeated (in

) at its conclusion. Thus far, all

improvedsome by as much as forty

another for

students ha

percentile tanks.
'

Other ResearCh

A publication %,f the Human Engineering
Laboratoryi° cites two studies of the importance

of learning a foreign language--Latin in

particularin the expansion of English vocabulary
skills. in a WaShiligton, D.C., study, the back-

.

grounds' in foreign language study of 220.adult

native speakers of .English were tabulated and

English vocabulary test scores.

n language background hack an

abularx percentile of 28; thtose

ther language averaged 58.

y, reported in the same Bulle-

ker cdnducted a preliminary
he effect of Latin study !on

He administered a vocebul
"I

ry

of juniors at a private secondary

sch&il in Boston one group had had two yearslofI
1

\
Latin In \addition to a modern language; the other

group had taken two years of a modern langueige

but no Latin'. Bowker found that the Latin groiip

i
\

compared to thei

Those with no for

average English v

with Latin and an

iln a related st

tiff, Richard Bo

/examination of
,vocabulary level

test to two group
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scored higher than the non-Latin group on the

vocabulary test.

Studies designed to show the effect of Latin on

basic skills are in progress at this time in the
Ithaca (hl.Y.) Public Schools and the West Laf a-

/

yette (Ind.) school system; results, however, are

not yet available. aberitawall, President of the

American Classical League, recently appointed a

Committee on 1 atm and the Basic Skills to investi-

gate further the relationship between the study of

Latin and the Improvement of basic language skills

and to disseminate information about available.

There seems to be a relationship

between new approaches to

the teaching of Latin and the

improvement of basic skills.

research on this subject. The Committee on

Clas'sics In the Great Cities' Schools (which is

affiliated with the American Classical League and

tpe Classical Association of the Atlantic States)

has been active since 19727n-bringing urban school

administrators information about the potential of

Latin in Improving bask. skills.

Conclusion

Important implications stem -from these

research studies attesting to the tangible value of

Latin in building students' English vocabulary and

reading skills:

(1) Responsible educational adminiceittors and
curriculum specialists in 'Latinless" or
nearly ,..q.atinless' schools should consider
what Latin could do for their pupils. Such
consideration is especially merited in light
of the ret.ent concern over basic skills, SAT
scores, and functional illiteracy among
school graduates.

(2) Efforts to disseminate information about
this researctron the linguistic relevance of
Latin and to implement new programs in
light of this research deserve the broadest
possible support. The foreign language
profession should assume a leadership role
In this area.

(3) Educational decision-makers sometimes
tend to ignore the 'hard research data' they
demand for budgetary, political, or other
reasons. This tendency is seen in the Lase
of a few bf the programs described here
which are no longer in existencedespite
impressive gains by students. The tendency

Decision-makers'sometimes

tend to ignor'e the re.c.arc'h data

they demand for budgetary,

political, or other reasons.

_4 is unconscionable and should be combated
.-yigorously.by responsible edecators.

(4) There seems to be relationship between
new approaches to the teaching of Latin
Val -the improvement of basic _skills. The
new approaches sometimes involve multi-
sensory media, structural 'linguistics, the
direct method, pro3rammed and computer -
assisted instruction, and attention to the
affective domain. They likeWise make
extension of English verbal functioning a
specific goal. in other words, rt is'-not the
traditional grammar-translation approach
that has yielded the v.ositive results indi-
catud in this article; rather, it is programs
that involve radical reform of both curricu-
lum content and instruction I -strategies.

(5) While giving deserved att ntion to the
linguistic relevance of Lati and its new
'practicality,' we should noti overlook the
substantial aesthetic, socio. pelitical, and
ethical relevance of Latin. These other
benefits are not readily measurable and
observable, but they are /very real and
important to students.
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